
(CONTINUED)

INT. OFFICE ROM (HQ)

Danny is busy giving training while the other staff 
members are busy observing.

Kelly is a young female (20's) working for ROM as a 
Security Operation Observer. Brown hair.

She clicks and zooms the Drone camera. Sees something 
happening and tries to get clarity on what's happening.

KELLY
Sir?, I think something is 
happening here?

An alert came through.

Danny just finished providing training and takes his 
paper work and walks to Kelly's desk.

DANNY
Please put it up to screen A and 
B

There are 4 large monitoring screens in front of them 
with Blue LED lights shining as a back light.

DANNY
(to Kelly)

Can you zoom in? Use voice alert.

KELLY
You are being monitored by an Off 
Site Monitoring service. Please 
note that the police are on their 
way.

INT. DHL WAREHOUSE - MORNING

3 positively armed men trying to steal paintings and 
loading them into a DHL 4 ton truck.

Chris (white 36 years old, short hair) is one of the main 
Armed men with 2 of his associates Tony (white bearded 30 
year old male) and Luke (black skinny man 30 years)

They are hearing that they are being watched and that the 
police are on their way. They quickly start scrambling 
around and throwing the paintings into the truck.

INT. OFFICE ROM (HQ)
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CONTINUED:

Danny and the office sees on the CCTV monitors that they 
have taken note that the police are on their way.

DANNY
We have a live one. Kelly call it 
in.

RON
Sir, the security gaurds want to 
get access to the warehouse but 
the can't get through.

Ron is one of the operators and sees that the security 
guards want to get through the access point. Only ROM can 
give them access to have more control over DHL's 
business.

DANNY
Yes!, give them access. They need 
to stop the truck.

Danny gets out his phone and starts dialling

EXT. STREET/CAR - MORNING

Franks get's a call

FRANK
Frank hello.

INT. OFFICE ROM (HQ)

DANNY
We have a live one. It's on DHL's 
premises. Where are you know?

EXT. STREET/CAR - MORNING

Frank driving in his black 4x4 bakkie around the corner 
in the street of DHL
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FRANK
I'm literally around the corner.

INT. OFFICE ROM (HQ)

Danny looks stressed

DANNY
Hurry and give me feedback.

He puts down his phone.

DANNY
(to Ron)

Did you give access?

RON
Yes, sir...

KELLY
(interups)

They are driving out of the gate 
sir

On the large monitors you can see CCTV footage how they 
are driving out of the gates and the guards are running 
after them.


